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MODELLING TIME IN WARGAMES 

by Philip Sabin, April 2020 

 

In my 2007 book Lost Battles, in which I developed a manual wargame system as a vehicle 

for ‘comparative dynamic modelling’ of ancient land battles, I concluded by identifying four 

key elements whose complex and multidimensional interrelationship shaped the real 

engagements and their simulated representations.  These four key elements are Force, 

Space, Time and Command.  My 2012 book Simulating War generalised this insight to cover 

the modelling of warfare in all eras and environments.  The modelling of Force and Space is 

relatively easy to comprehend, since any military history book worth its salt contains a 

number of maps portraying the geographical setting of the battle or campaign and showing 

the disposition of opposing forces at key moments.  It is a short step from these static 

portrayals to the more dynamic representation in wargames where the opposing forces 

(whether shown by cardboard counters, miniature figures or pixels on a computer screen) 

can be moved across the underlying map terrain to reflect the actual or potential 

movements of their real life counterparts.  Much more difficult and controversial is how to 

model the other two variables, Time and Command.  In this short paper, I will discuss 

techniques for wargame modelling of Time, and argue that (especially when taken in 

conjunction with the challenge of modelling Command), the simplest and at first sight most 

artificial solution actually has much to recommend it as a playable and accurate (albeit 

somewhat indirect) representation of reality.1 

 

Computer simulations have the luxury that the processor can run and adjust the situation 

continuously without player input.  This allows flight simulators, for example, to give an 

amazing virtual representation in real time of the changing view from the cockpit.  Similar 

direct modelling of real time first person perspectives combines with the wonders of 

computer networking to allow large groups of players to engage in virtual tactical firefights 

for recreational or military training purposes, with each player seeing the conflict through 

the eyes of their personal ‘avatar’.  The problems with such first person simulators are that 

they share the inevitable (and welcome) artificiality in all wargames that the players are not 

actually in mortal danger, and also that they work only at the lowest tactical level.  To model 

conflicts lasting months or years rather than minutes, and involving thousands or millions of 

participants, wargames must obviously speed up the simulated passage of time and abstract 

out the vast majority of the first person experiences and actions which combine to create 

the terrible collective phenomenon we know as war. 

 

                                                             
1 This paper draws on ideas set out a few years ago in my article ‘Igo-Ugo – An Unfairly Maligned Approach?’ in 
issue 10 of Battles magazine. 
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Many computer wargames take the form of ‘real time strategy games’, in which time 

advances continuously in a much accelerated representation of reality while 1 or 2 players 

race to give orders from a god-like perspective to their simulated forces.  The trouble with 

these games is that they often degenerate into a frenzied ‘clickfest’, hardly conducive to the 

discussion and reflection desirable in wargames for educational or research purposes.  

Computer wargames are also hard to programme, and lack the design accessibility desirable 

for tailored professional employment.  I therefore prefer manual wargames, which are 

much more flexible and less dependent on costly computer infrastructure.  Although 

manual games cannot provide the inexorable automatic progress which computer 

processors allow, this has the advantage that players can naturally move quickly through 

periods when the decisions are straightforward, while taking their time at more critical 

periods when the dilemmas are much sharper and more interesting.  A combat sortie in a 

computer flight simulator consists realistically of an hour or more of formation flying to and 

from the target, punctuated by a minute or two of frenzied and confused first person 

combat action; manual air combat wargames like those I have designed recently can ignore 

the former while focusing on the latter and expanding it into hours of game time to allow 

the crucial elements of flight tactics during the engagement to be dissected in forensic 

detail. 

 

‘Storyboarding’ a battle as a succession of overhead maps, perhaps using the draft map and 

counters from the wargame itself, is a very useful way of starting the development of 

wargame rules.  The central characteristic of the storyboard approach is that it divides the 

engagement into successive slices of time, and provides a ‘snapshot’ of the position of the 

forces during each key phase.  In exactly the same way, manual wargame designers usually 

specify that the battle will proceed through a series of successive ‘turns’, each representing 

a given period of time within the overall duration of the conflict.  Designers then construct a 

‘sequence of play’ consisting of several phases within each of which specified activities may 

take place, and at the conclusion of which a new turn begins and another full iteration of 

the sequence of play occurs.  Once certain conditions are fulfilled or a specified number of 

turns have been played, the wargame ends, and victory is assessed. 

 

The division of the game into turns depends on several intertwined and conflicting 

considerations.  One key variable is the resolution of the simulation, since the more turns 

there are, and the more involved the sequence of play within each turn, the longer the 

game will take to play.  My own experience suggests that around ten turns is the practical 

limit for completing a simple microgame within a two hour class, unless the activities within 

each turn are unusually limited and streamlined.  Some full size wargames contain so many 

counters and have such involved sequences of play that users would be hard-pressed to 

complete even a single turn in this same period (and some strategic games do indeed 

include small ‘battle scenarios’ lasting only a single turn or even less).  Having fewer, longer 

turns allows units to move through more zones per turn, and so allows greater 
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differentiation between unit speeds given that moves are normally restricted to covering a 

whole number of zones.  On the other hand, the more turns there are in the game, the 

more scope there is for interactivity and for players to react to enemy actions and to 

unexpected threats and opportunities which arise as a consequence of earlier events.  

Several of my own recent designs reduce the number of active units and the complexity of 

their actions each turn so that it is possible to complete 20 or 30 turns without the game 

becoming unplayably long. 

 

The simplest way of splitting a wargame into turns is to divide the total duration of the 

engagement by the number of turns desired, to produce a standard duration for each turn.  

Hence, a one day battle might have turns representing an hour each, while a three month 

campaign might be fought in weekly turns.  The advantage of using turns of a common 

length is that it requires fewer subjective judgements and provides standardised intervals of 

time for ongoing activities such as movement and production.  The trouble with using equal 

length turns is that it encourages players to engage in roughly the same amount of activity 

in each successive turn, whereas real conflicts often proceeded in fits and starts, with long 

periods of waiting and preparation punctuated by brief but intense flurries of manoeuvre 

and combat.  The North African campaign in World War Two is the classic illustration of this 

‘stop-go’ dynamic, but similar characteristics may be observed in many other conflicts, as 

reflected in the old adage that war consists of long intervals of boredom punctuated by brief 

moments of sheer terror.        

 

One way of responding to this variability is simply to focus the wargame on a single intense 

period of combat, while leaving the quieter periods before and afterwards entirely outside 

the scope of the simulation (as I do in my air combat wargames).  A second response is to 

take precisely the opposite approach, by making each turn long enough to include both a 

flurry of fighting and one or more longer intervals of passivity (for instance by simulating 

World War Two using seasonal or biannual rather than monthly turns).  A third response is 

to have some turns represent a much longer period than others, for instance during 

rainstorms or nighttime in tactical games or during snowy or muddy weather in strategic 

games.  This saves playing time and reduces the need for special rules to simulate the 

slowing down of operations in such conditions, but it is rather abstract and deterministic, 

and it captures only part of the reason for the highly variable intensity of real campaigns.  A 

fourth response is to simulate the reasons for the variability more directly, using rules for 

supply, fatigue and command to limit the number of turns on which units may move and 

fight effectively.  This typically involves quantifying supply or command in terms of an 

overall stock of ‘points’ which are accumulated slowly during ‘strategic turns’ when both 

sides remain passive and then expended during a succession of shorter ‘action impulses’ 

when one side chooses to launch an active offensive. 
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A key consideration in real warfare is how long it takes the combatants to respond to the 

changing situation.  This applies especially at higher command levels because of the cascade 

of detailed planning required to change the orders of an entire force, but it is a factor even 

at the lowest tactical level.  Korean war fighter pilot John Boyd argued that what gave the 

UN Sabre jets the advantage over the MiG-15 was not greater speed, climb rate or turning 

ability, but rather hydraulic flight controls which allowed the more experienced UN pilots to 

shift more rapidly from one manoeuvre to another, leaving their communist opponents 

struggling to react in time.  Boyd later generalised this insight into a concept of ‘decision 

cycles’, according to which each force engaged in any kind of conflict is constantly repeating 

the process of observing the current state of affairs, orienting itself to the new situation, 

deciding what to do, and then implementing its action – a process which he termed the 

‘OODA loop’.  Boyd’s ideas have become quite influential, since they seem to explain how a 

more agile force can ‘get inside the enemy decision loop’ and leave its adversary 

floundering, as the Germans and later the Israelis did with their fast-moving armoured 

offensives.  This image of command as a constant iteration of decision cycles fits quite well 

with the system of dividing wargames into turns, in each of which the players can assess and 

react to the new situation with which they are faced.  However, how best to tailor the turn 

system and the sequence of play to give a simple yet realistic representation of command 

dynamics in the particular conflict of interest is a very challenging problem. 

 

The standard technique in manual wargame design has been to split each turn into two 

'player turns', during each of which the 'phasing' player moves and fights with his or her 

units while the 'non-phasing' player's forces wait passively for their opportunity to reply.  

This system of alternating player turns obviously has its roots in earlier classic board games 

such as chess and draughts, though there the norm is for each player to activate only a 

single piece per turn rather than their entire force as is usual in wargames.  The standard 

'Igo-Ugo' system has the obvious benefit of simplicity but from a simulation perspective, 

many gamers believe that Igo-Ugo is deficient and outmoded and that there are better ways 

of capturing the interactivity and chaos of real conflict. 

 

It certainly seems strange and artificial that a force should engage in a flurry of activity and 

then apparently freeze in place, allowing its opponents to calculate and coordinate complex 

counter-moves.  Dissatisfaction with this alternating 'stop-go' system has given rise to 

several alternative approaches.  In military wargames ever since the classic Prussian 

Kriegsspiel two centuries ago, the norm has been to have the Red and Blue teams plot their 

actions secretly and simultaneously in separate rooms, with their orders for the turn being 

resolved by the umpires on the master map and with reports and intelligence passed back 

to the teams to inform their decisions on the following turn.  We have used this approach 

ourselves at King’s College in my 1914 Kriegsspiel and in our recent Carnegie-funded nuclear 

crisis games, but it obviously has a heavy overhead in playing time and in personnel 

requirements, so recreational gamers in particular have sought simpler ways of achieving 
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similar effects with just two players viewing a single common map.  One is to have the 

players write detailed orders secretly and simultaneously at the start of each turn for what 

their forces will do that turn, while the other is for parts of each side’s force to be activated 

in interleaved 'impulses' passing back and forth between the players instead of having all of 

one player’s forces move and fight while their opponents passively await their own 

opportunity to reply. 

 

I am not convinced that these alternative approaches in fact offer a better simulation of the 

realities of conflict, since they produce artificialities of their own which can be just as serious 

as those associated with Igo-Ugo systems.  Certainly it is far from clear that the benefits are 

worth the sacrifices in terms of increased complexity and longer playing time.  I will 

illustrate this by first discussing land warfare, and then by considering the special challenges 

posed when modelling sea and air warfare. 

 

LAND WARFARE 

The default state of land forces is to stand on the defensive.  Clausewitz described with 

great insight the inertia and 'suspension of the action' which the uncertainties and dangers 

of war produce.  Only active commanders can overcome this inertia and get military forces 

moving and attacking.  Most troops spend most of their time in the line guarding their 

current positions in case of an enemy offensive.  To lift troops out of this default state of 

defensive passivity takes considerable planning and command effort.  The larger the force, 

the longer it takes in advance to prepare and coordinate a manoeuvre or offensive, given 

the need for a serial cascade of planning all the way from the senior commanders to the 

smallest individual sub-units.   

 

Some wargames try to simulate these planning delays directly, by forcing players to write 

orders for large operations several turns in advance of their execution.  For example, the 

1956 British Army Tactical Wargame ruled that a divisional attack needed at least 24 hours 

of prior planning.  The trouble is that these complex and detailed games take a long time to 

learn and play, and are accessible only to true devotees.  Direct simulation of advance 

planning also requires some mechanism to inject low level initiative when plotted actions 

clash and circumstances change.  Computer games like the Command Ops and Combat 

Mission series do this using artificial intelligence routines, and official military games have 

umpires who can exercise their discretion, but small manual games find it harder to resolve 

this conundrum.  Hence, it is no surprise that simultaneous secret plotting of actions in land 

warfare games failed to catch on after early efforts a generation ago. 

 

A much more common alternative to Igo-Ugo in modern manual games of land warfare is to 

divide each turn into a succession of alternating impulses in which each player activates only 

part of his or her force.  Which units are activated when may be left to player discretion, or 

decided by random chit draw, or some combination of the two.  The effect is to make turns 
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much more interactive as players strive to seize fleeting opportunities without leaving their 

own poorly coordinated forces unduly exposed.  Unfortunately, such impulse systems 

create significant artificialities of their own.  If each unit can be activated only once per turn 

(to prevent units accomplishing much more through repeated activations than the turn time 

scale would realistically permit), then units which have already been activated that turn 

cease to pose a threat, and may be approached with impunity.  Since in theory the action is 

proceeding simultaneously, it is hard to see what this divide between ‘spent’ and 

unactivated units actually represents.  Moreover, any sense of advance planning and 

command delays goes out of the window as players engage instead in immediate impulse-

by-impulse opportunism to spot and exploit passing vulnerabilities.  Random activations 

mitigate this problem of instant reactions, but they make game success uncomfortably 

dependent on the wholly artificial luck of the chit draw. 

 

In real land warfare, it is rare for two offensives to meet head to head, producing a 

symmetrical mobile engagement which might perhaps need simultaneous orders or impulse 

techniques to model effectively.  A far more common pattern is that one side launches a 

planned offensive against a selected point in the other's line, and then the opponent reacts 

by bringing up reserves and launching a hastily planned counterattack once the initial 

enemy attack has run its immediate course.  Entire battles or campaigns may consist of an 

extended back and forth succession of such sequential attacks and counterattacks, each at 

distinct times and with one side in each tactical engagement having resorted to a default 

defensive stance while its next offensive is being prepared.  Far from being artificial and 

unrealistic, the classic Igo-Ugo system arguably captures this typical succession of attacks 

and counterattacks better than any other.  As long as each turn represents a slice of time 

long enough to plan and prepare operations at the level concerned, it is perfectly 

reasonable to use alternating player turns to capture the way in which each side in turn 

seizes the initiative against a temporarily static enemy front.  The crucial thing is to envisage 

the player turns overlapping in time as shown in the diagram below, with the first half of 

each player turn spent planning the reaction to the current enemy initiative, and the second 

half devoted to execution of the orders. 
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Of course, at different levels of the force the reaction cycles will be markedly slower or 

quicker, but game designers already understand well how to reflect this difference within an 

overall Igo-Ugo system.  Quicker reactions can be modelled by forcing phasing forces to stop 

when they move next to the enemy and by allowing some activities such as opportunity fire, 

artillery final protective fire or the movement of specially withheld tactical reserves within 

the enemy's own player turn, while slower reactions can be simulated by delaying for 

several turns the arrival of the original defender's strategic reserves.  This allows the 

alternating player turns themselves to be focused at the intermediate level, where they fit 

best with the observed capacity and timescale for local redeployments and counterattacks 

in the real battle or campaign.  It is also clearly apparent that some forces are more agile 

and flexible overall than their opponents, but here again, designers know well how to reflect 

this decision cycle asymmetry without the impractical resort of creating different length 

turns for the two sides.  There is no need for alternating player turns in an Igo-Ugo structure 

to have the same internal structure, and there is all the difference in the world between a 

move-fight-exploit sequence for a capable manoeuvre force and a fight-move structure for a 

more ponderous antagonist which tends to telegraph its punches.  One can even flip the 

player turn order to reflect a one-off stroke of tactical brilliance, as in my own Lost Battles 

system.  In short, alternating player turns are flexible enough to model the great majority of 

land conflicts while retaining simplicity and playability. 

  

A greater obstacle to the effective simulation of land warfare than the Igo-Ugo system is the 

all too common presumption that every single unit should be allowed to move and attack to 

the limits of its capacity each turn.  As I said, the default state of land forces is inertia, and 

movement and attacks tend to be much more sporadic in practice than in wargames, where 

players tend to activate most units every turn just because they can.  Some wargames 

deliberately constrain this freedom by presenting players with very difficult choices over 

which units they can afford to activate each turn, and there is a strong case for more 

widespread application of such command and logistic limits in other land warfare games.  

With passivity being the norm and activity the exception, the dominant land warfare 

experience of 'hurry up and wait' is one which the Igo-Ugo system actually captures 

surprisingly well.  Igo-Ugo is especially good at simply and indirectly modelling surprise 

attacks without the necessity for complex direct simulation of secret planning, intelligence 

and deception.  For example, if a wargame of the liberation of France in 1944 allows the 

Allied player to launch one main and one later follow-up invasion in whichever locations the 

player chooses when the time comes, then the German player will have little choice but to 

spread his or her defence across all possible invasion sites (especially those closest to the 

Reich) and to keep some defences in place even after the main invasion to guard against the 

follow-up invasion (which actually landed in the Riviera rather than the Pas de Calais as the 

Germans feared).  This effectively (albeit indirectly) models the strategic dilemmas which 

both sides faced in this campaign without any need for hidden information, thanks to a  

simple Igo-Ugo play sequence. 
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SEA AND AIR WARFARE 

Naval and air operations differ in two key ways from the land conflicts which I have just 

discussed.  Ships and aircraft do not hold continuous 'fronts', and their default state once 

they have left their bases is constant movement rather than a static defensive stance.  

Hence, it is not surprising that the standard Igo-Ugo system often struggles with naval and 

air conflict, and that alternative design approaches are employed more frequently here than 

in land warfare games. 

 

Since ships and aircraft move continuously, the 'leapfrog' system of overlapping player turns 

illustrated in my earlier diagram is a less satisfactory representation of reality.  What 

matters is the relative position of opposing craft at the same instant of time.  Naval and air 

games hence often allow both sides' craft to move at the start of each turn, and only then 

have them fire on one another in the new positions which both have reached by the end of 

the turn.  It is immediately evident that adopting a pure Igo-Ugo approach to movement in 

this context gives an enormous asymmetric advantage to the side moving second.  That side 

can evade combat with impunity, or close the range and gang up on individual enemy craft.  

Some ingenious games make a virtue of this problem and use the benefits of moving second 

as an abstract reflection of massive intelligence advantages like the US codebreaking 

triumph in the Pacific war, but such situations are rare.  Alternating which side moves first 

each turn balances things out, but still leaves a wholly artificial pendulum of advantage. 

 

Not surprisingly, designers often seek to escape these problems of alternate movement by 

requiring players to plot their intended moves secretly and simultaneously in advance.  Such 

plotting is somewhat less time consuming than in land games, because of the smaller 

numbers of separate units involved.  It works best in strategic and operational games, since 

here the crucial influence of uncertainty about the enemy's whereabouts and intentions is 

best simulated by secret plotting on separate maps in any case.  Naval games employ such 

techniques routinely, and operational air games sometimes go even further by requiring the 

attackers to plan entire raids in advance, just as they did in reality.  In tactical games, secret 

advance plotting of moves is much more questionable as a means of addressing the 

challenge of simultaneity.  Once enemy craft are actually in sight of one another, decision 

cycles and reaction times tend to be even shorter than the typical turn length of board 

games, because pilots in particular do not have to spend time disseminating orders to 

subordinates as do officers on the ground.  One need only play a real time first person 

computer simulation of fighter combat to see that the feedback cycle is actually much 

quicker than in plotted board games of air combat where players must guess where 

opposing aircraft will be ten seconds in the future. 

 

The alternative approach of interleaving the activation of elements of the opposing forces, 

to avoid having either side going first or second en masse, is employed in other naval and air 
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games just as it is in land warfare games.  It is interesting that such games often allow 

activated craft to fire as well as move during their individual activations.  This takes us away 

from strict adherence to the principle that craft should only be able to engage one another 

from positions they occupy at exactly the same instant of simulated time, and from there it 

is only a short step to re-evaluating the applicability of the leapfrog Igo-Ugo model to naval 

and air games after all.  Early air combat board games used simple alternate player turns 

each ending in firing, without worrying about resolving the ambiguities over the relative 

positions of the craft at any single instant of time.  Since fighter aircraft fire forwards instead 

of from broadside batteries as do warships, this fudge works surprisingly well as long as the 

player turns are not long enough for tailed aircraft to curve back round through 360 degrees 

and turn the tables on their pursuers!  There is no need for complex calculations to 

determine relative initiative, nor for the special 'tailing' rules needed to offset the sheer 

guesswork in plotted games and allow one plane to follow another after all. 

 

Over the past decade, I have published five manual games focusing on air combat during the 

World Wars from a tactical, grand tactical or operational perspective.  All five games use 

classic Igo-Ugo mechanics with firing at the end of each flight’s activation instead of at the 

end of each turn, since I believe that this offers the best practical simulation of reality within 

a manual game format as well as the simplest play experience.  Igo-Ugo allows aircraft to 

chase their enemies as a matter of routine for turn after turn, and it also allows fighters to 

‘cover’ bombers or other fighters from above and behind, or to form defensive circles 

providing mutual cover with no vulnerable trailing aircraft.  Naval battles are harder for the 

Igo-Ugo system to handle, but as long as each turn represents a sufficiently short interval of 

time and the sequence within each ship’s activation is carefully judged, Igo-Ugo is no worse 

overall than other more complex and time-consuming alternatives.  I proved this recently by 

designing an ultra-simple game of sailing ship battles in which each side in turn activates all 

its vessels one after the other, with each ship firing its broadside volleys in the middle of its 

movement.2    

 

As I have shown, the handling of Time in wargames is significantly more problematic than 

the modelling of Force and Space.  Alternating player turns appear at first sight to be 

worryingly artificial as a reflection of the simultaneous reality captured in ‘real time’ 

computer simulations, and manual game designers have often sought alternatives such as 

simultaneous secret plotting of moves or the activation of parts of each side’s force in 

interleaved impulses.  However, alternating player turns do have significant advantages 

besides simplicity.  In tactical land games where units may either move or fire in a single 

turn, they are a good way of ensuring that stationary troops get to fire first against enemies 

who move into view.  They also offer a straightforward way of reflecting how quickly forces 

of that era can cycle through the OODA loop and react to a new situation.  If reaction times 

                                                             
2 My most recent designs are available for free download from the Boardgame Geek pages of the commercial 
games whose components they re-use, namely Wing Leader, Winged Victory and Admiral’s Order – All Hands. 
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are short compared to the pace of operations themselves, then a larger number of shorter 

turns will make game play more interactive and give both sides the chance to respond 

quickly to unexpected challenges or opportunities.  Conversely, if reaction times are long 

relative to the pace of operations, then a smaller number of longer turns, perhaps with 

move-fight-exploit phases within each player turn, will allow either side to break through at 

points of weakness and sweep forward to encircle enemy troops before those troops have a 

chance to withdraw or to seal the breach.  This is a very simple way of simulating the 

difference between prolonged attritional duels like those in World War One and fast-moving 

blitzkrieg warfare like that in World War Two, characterised by the frequent ‘pocketing’ of 

enemy formations.  Alternating player turns also neatly reflect the episodic nature of real 

military operations, with successive flurries of offensive and counteroffensive action by each 

side in turn (as in the fighting around Stalingrad) being much more common than truly 

simultaneous attacks.  Even naval and air engagements with craft in continuous movement 

are surprisingly amenable to the simplicities of Igo-Ugo mechanisms, as long as the leapfrog 

concept I have illustrated is not pushed too far.  That is why the classic Igo-Ugo system lies 

at the heart of most of the wargames I have designed over the past few decades, whether 

for educational, research or recreational purposes.                                                


